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SKYFALL CONSTRUCTION 010 595 8931

above: Skyfall Construction offers clients the ultimate home-building experience.
Skyfall’s expertise ranges from design to engineering, project management, construction
and construction management, interior design, interior decorating and landscape design.
Working closely with the home owners and with a team of professionals who are experts
in their respective environments, including the architects, this construction company built
not only a stunning house but also a comfortable family home. The perfect, clean lines of
the home bring in an element of elegance and refinement.

“Views are spectacular,
especially from the Jacuzzi,
which takes pride of place
on the balcony.”

aving a young family, these home owners were
looking for a safe and secure environment in
which to live in a healthy way and nurture their
children. “We have access to a multitude of
lifestyle activities in a safe and secure environment.
We want to raise our children the same way we were
brought up – cycling in the street, playing outside and
leaving the front door open for the neighbours to pop in,”
says the home owner.
“We also wanted to create a home that had to
incorporate the outdoors, a home which displayed a
warm ambience, and a home that when people come to
visit, they don’t want to leave.”
The owners specifically chose a north-facing stand
with no neighbours in front of them so that they could
enjoy the garden leading out onto a green belt of rugby
and soccer fields – ideal for their young sons.
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SYAM DISTRIBUTORS 0861 SYAM SA (7926 72)

left: Syam Distributors was
called in to add an elegant
touch to the contemporary
space within the formal
lounge. The Syam Designer
Gas Fire Grate is the perfect
addition as the 304 stainless
steel grate is well suited to
the modern feel of the room,
while offering a warm cosy
spot to relax.

“Wood can
be found
throughout
the home.”
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“Downlighting
brings in a
comfortable,
peaceful and
romantic
ambience.”

GOTTSMANN ARCHITECTS 011 979 7116

above: Gottsmann Architects designed this stunning 520m² family home. Creating a sense of connected
space, the open-plan allows interior and exterior entertainment and living spaces to flow into one another.
A strong relationship to the landscape is further established by framing these spaces with striking views of
the surrounding green belt. Gottsmann Architects finds a balance between public entertainment space and
private family space while expressing a reverence for the surrounding natural beauty throughout this design.

“The immaculate views often leave us
speechless as we cannot believe we are
actually living in Johannesburg.”
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PATIO WAREHOUSE 087 825 1120

above: Patio Warehouse provides the largest selection of patio
furniture and accessories throughout Africa. The company provided
the elegant Petunia Lounge setting for this patio. It’s an all-weather
wicker setting with aluminium frames, which is both durable and
maintenance-free. The setting also comes in different modular
parts so that you can build your own lounge set to fit your home’s
needs. Included in this set are the taupe colour cushions, which
are practical. Colourful scatter cushions were added to enhance the
overall look of the patio.

Views are spectacular, especially from the Jacuzzi,
which takes pride of place on the balcony. “The Jacuzzi
encompasses a 180° view of the area with the golf
course and Sandton lights on the opposite side. The
immaculate views often leave us speechless as we
cannot believe we are actually living in Johannesburg,”
says the home owner.
Another favourite is the main bedroom. Not only is
the room spacious, but it also includes a dressing room
with more than enough cupboard space. Downlighting
brings in a comfortable, peaceful and romantic ambience.
There is a unique feature to the main bedroom in that
the bedroom and en-suite bathroom are divided by a wall
with a 360° flip-around TV, so when lying in bed or in the
bath the owners can catch up on their favourite series.
The home has an open and fresh atmosphere with
large glass windows and doors that open up the home to
the garden. Glass has also been used for the balustrades
leading upstairs. Wood can be found throughout the
home – the floors, some table surfaces, as well as the
dining room and breakfast nook tables and the staircase.
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Keeping with the warm and spacious atmosphere, the formal
lounge is decorated in neutral colours with clean lines and a Syam
Designer Gas Fire Grate to add a touch of elegance and a modern feel.
Enjoying the warm summers is a dream in an entertainment
area that brings in all the natural elements such as the modular
all-weather wicker furniture and a braai strategically placed within a
wall of stone cladding. A swimming pool surrounded by a huge deck
and a fire pit finishes this area off.
The kitchen is open-plan, which allows for family and friends to
engage with each other from different rooms. It is also equipped
with modern appliances while remaining unobtrusive and elegant. Q

Contacts:

“The bedroom and en-suite
bathroom are divided by a wall
with a 360° flip-around TV.”
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Gottsmann Architects – architects
011 979 7116, info@gottsmann.co.za, www.gottsmann.co.za
Patio Warehouse – outdoor furniture and accessories
087 825 1120, info@patiowarehouse.co.za, www.patiowarehouse.co.za
Skyfall Construction – construction and project management
010 595 8931, info@skyfall.co.za, www.skyfall.co.za
Syam Distributors – braais and fireplaces
0861 SYAM SA (7926 72), sales@syam.co.za, www.syam.co.za

